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Introduction
The human brain accounts for a mere 2% of the weight of the 
adult individual. Yet it requires a full 25% of the energy con-
sumed by the individual.1,2 This energy, delivered to the brain 
primarily in the form of the nutrient glucose, must traverse the 
blood-brain barrier (BBB) through glucose transporter1 
(Glut1), the principal cerebral hexose transporter. It is there-
fore not surprising that levels of the transporter profoundly 
affect brain function and, consequently, the general health of 
the individual.3,4 Indeed, homozygous loss of SLC2A1, the 
Glut1 gene, is embryonic lethal.5 Heterozygous SLC2A1 muta-
tions – haploinsufficiency – do not affect viability. However, 
haploinsufficiency does result in marked paucity of cerebral 
glucose, severe depletion of brain energy reserves and a condi-
tion known as neuroglycopenia. The net effect is embodied in 
the infantile-onset neurodevelopmental disorder, Glut1 defi-
ciency syndrome (Glut1 DS).6,7

The classic Glut1 DS disease phenotype is characterized by 
a pediatric-onset epileptic encephalopathy that responds poorly 
to antiepileptic drugs, developmental delay, and a complex 
movement disorder that combines elements of dystonia, ataxia, 
and spasticity. An expanded disease phenotype is now recog-
nized and includes exercise-induced dyskinesia and hemolytic 
anemia.8-10 Yet, all patients afflicted with Glut1 DS exhibit 
hypoglycorrhachia – low (<60 mg/dL or 3.3 mmol/L) levels of 
glucose in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), accompanied by CSF lac-
tate levels in the low to low-normal range (<9 mg/dL or 
0.5 mmol/L).11 Initially considered exceptionally rare with 

fewer than 500 patients worldwide, Glut1 DS is now recog-
nized to be significantly under-reported.12 Thus, for instance, 
Glut1 mutations reportedly underlie ~1% of idiopathic gener-
alized epilepsies (IGEs) and 10% of absence epilepsies;13,14 
prevalence of epilepsies over a lifetime is estimated to be 
~7.6 per 1000 individuals, 15%–20% of which are reportedly 
IGEs.15,16 Based on these figures it is thought that Glut1 DS 
patients number between 3400 and 4500 in the US and 
~105,000 worldwide.

Notwithstanding a growing appreciation of the prevalence 
of Glut1 DS and concomitant awareness of the phenotype 
associated with the disorder, there is a limited understanding of 
the mechanisms linking low Glut1 to brain dysfunction. 
Additionally, relatively little is known about the molecular and 
cellular consequences of how low brain glucose, indeed brain 
energy deprivation in general, affects cerebral development, 
brain circuitry, and cognition. These aspects of brain develop-
ment and function are broadly relevant, impacting health issues 
stemming from nutritional deprivation in impoverished nations 
to neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease 
(AD); numerous reports have found AD brains to not only be 
hypometabolic but also deficient in Glut1.17-21 Yet, investigat-
ing the molecular and cellular correlates of brain energy depri-
vation in multifactorial conditions such as malnourishment 
and AD can be challenging. One solution is to study them in 
monogenic conditions. Glut1 DS represents a particularly use-
ful paradigm in this regard. Here we review recent studies that 
have employed cell and animal models of Glut1 DS to cast 
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light on the consequences of depriving cells and tissues of the 
energy substrate glucose. We focus specifically on the disease 
consequences of depleting cerebral levels of this nutrient – by 
inactivating Glut1 in select brain cells, examine the evidence 
provided for mechanisms linking the energy deprivation to dis-
ease and conclude by summarizing recent advances in the quest 
to thwart brain dysfunction resulting from glucose paucity by 
restoring Glut1 to model mice.

Evidence for the cellular sites of action of Glut1
The main energy substrate for the brain is glucose. Yet, brain 
neurons are thought to mostly rely on lactate to fuel their 
energy requirements.22 This lactate is generated in brain astro-
cytes which are predominantly glycolytic. Indeed, like endothe-
lial cells (ECs), astrocytes are richly endowed with the Glut1 
protein which localizes in high concentrations in astrocytic end 
feet.23 Low Glut1 could therefore potentially result in low cer-
ebral glucose levels and brain energy deprivation owing to pau-
city of the transporter in brain endothelia, astrocytes or both. 
To determine the extent to which each cell contributes to brain 
dysfunction in Glut1 DS, investigators induced Glut1 haploin-
sufficiency selectively in one or the other.24 While it is still not 
clear if and to what extent cerebral glucose levels decrease in 
vivo upon selectively inactivating astrocytic Glut1, studies did 
conclude that such inactivation was not sufficient to arrest 
brain angiogenesis – a characteristic pathology of the Glut1 
DS brain. Yet, glycolytic flux in cultured Glut1-deficient astro-
cytes was significantly reduced and, accordingly, lactate gener-
ated by the cells fell.25 Whether these defects evolve into an 
overt phenotype remains to be determined.

The contribution of reduced Glut1 in brain ECs to brain 
energy deprivation, cerebral pathology and overt disease is 
much clearer and based on 2 new studies.26,27 In the more 
recent investigation conducted by our own group, selectively 
inducing haploinsufficiency in brain endothelia was sufficient 
to trigger more or less the entire gamut of cellular and 

behavioral phenotypes associated with the systemic reduction 
of Glut1 seen in human Glut1 DS.25 Moreover, these studies 
identified the cellular origin – endothelial tip cells – of the 
diminutive Glut1 DS brain microvasculature that had been 
reported. Endothelial tip cells which are highly glycolytic and 
critically important for brain angiogenesis28 appear to be dev-
astated by a 50% reduction of Glut1. Indeed, not only did the 
study find greatly reduced numbers of these cells in mice selec-
tively haploinsufficient for Glut1 in ECs but also showed that 
they are far less elaborate, lacking the profusion of lamellipodia 
characteristically observed in wild-type endothelial tip cells 
during the process of cerebral angiogenesis (Figure 1). 
Interestingly, EC-specific Glut1 haploinsufficiency was also 
shown to non cell-autonomously trigger the profound neuro-
inflammation and loss of neurons that we and others have 
observed in the Glut1 DS brain (Figure 2). Whether the neu-
ron loss is neurodegenerative or a consequence of a neurodevel-
opmental defect awaits investigation. Still, it is thought to be 
mediated by a significant reduction in cerebral levels of the 
neurotrophin, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). 
Loss of cerebral BDNF was detected in constitutively haploin-
sufficient Glut1 mice as well as in mutants selectively depleted 
of the transporter in ECs suggesting that altered levels of the 
neurotrophic factor are, at least in part, a non cell-autonomous 
effect of low Glut1 in ECs.27

That Glut1 in brain ECs is central to ensuring that the 
brain is adequately supplied with glucose and thus primed for 
proper function was independently concluded in an earlier 
study.26 Yet, the finer points of that study including the mecha-
nistic insights proffered for Glut1 DS are confounded by the 
perplexing decision to completely ablate Glut1 and/or its func-
tions in the cells and model mice employed for the experi-
ments. Complete loss of Glut1 has never been reported in 
humans and is presumed, based on studies of pre-clinical mod-
els, incapable of resulting in viable offspring.5 In contrast, brain 
energy failure and the disease phenotype evoked in Glut1 DS 
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Figure 1. Cell-autonomous effects of Glut1 on brain ECs. Depicted are representative sections of the microvasculature from the thalami of a control, 

2-week old mouse wild-type for the Slc2a1 gene and an age-matched mutant engineered to be haploinsufficient for the gene specifically in ECs.
Note the greater number of endothelial tip cells each with a profusion of lamellipodia (arrows) in the control mouse. Sections were stained with an antibody against Glut1.
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result from heterozygous SLC2A1 mutations. Extrapolating 
findings in Glut1-ablated models to infer changes in the hap-
loinsufficient state is therefore unwise and can mislead the field 
about bona f ide disease mechanisms. The discrepant models 
employed in the Veys et al and Tang et al studies likely explain 
why the studies failed to agree on purported pathways includ-
ing potential roles for AMP kinase and p53 in Glut1 DS. 
Nevertheless, there was concordance on a number of major 
findings. Of particular significance, given the relevance to brain 
disease phenotypes, is agreement on the effect of Glut1 on the 
integrity of the blood-brain barrier (BBB).

An initial study examining the BBB in a Glut1 DS mouse 
model concluded that haploinsufficiency of the transporter in 
brain ECs is profoundly damaging to this structure.24 Model 
mice were found to exhibit massive (>10-fold over wild-type) 
extravasation of serum proteins into the neuropil as early as 
2 weeks of age. These observations were accompanied by find-
ings of greatly reduced levels of BBB tight-junction proteins 
including occludin, zona occludens-1 and claudin-5 at this 
early stage of the disease – results that were construed as evi-
dence of EC damage that eventually caused neuronal dysfunc-
tion/loss. The overall findings and their implications vis-à-vis 
a role for Glut1 in barriergenesis appeared consistent with the 
results of a study conducted using a Glut1 deficient zebrafish 
model, albeit one in which levels of the transporter were 
reduced by ~90%; such low levels have not been reported in 
patients and are not disease-relevant. A multi-pronged 

approach to independently confirm BBB damage in the Glut1 
haploinsufficient mutant initially used to suggest defects of 
the barrier proved unsuccessful.25 The study not only failed to 
observe extravasation of a variety of proteins, some as small as 
900 daltons, but was also unable to detect any alteration in the 
expression of genes coding for BBB tight-junction proteins. 
Importantly, claims of damage to the BBB in the Glut1 hap-
loinsufficient state were also refuted by data collected in 
human patients; the patients (N = 44) ranging in age from 
6 months to 10 years did not have significantly higher levels of 
serum proteins in CSF, contrary to expectations if the barrier 
was leaky.25

Evidence for an intact and functioning BBB despite low 
Glut1 was bolstered by 2 independent studies. Veys et al26 
repeated many of the experiments conducted by Winkler et al24 
in an attempt to confirm the latter’s findings. In contrast to the 
results reported by Winkler et al but consistent with the study 
of Tang and colleagues, the investigation of Veys et al failed to 
observe BBB damage – despite the use of models practically 
fully ablated of EC-derived Glut1.26 A second study that 
investigated the role of Glut1 at another blood-CNS barrier, 
the blood-retinal barrier (BRB), arrived at a similar conclu-
sion.29 Depletion of Glut1 by up to 70% in the retinal pigment 
epithelium (RPE) which constitutes the BRB failed to have 
any effect on its barrier properties. The aggregate findings sug-
gest that while Glut1 haploinsufficiency affects brain angio-
genesis, it does not have an adverse effect on the integrity of the 
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Figure 2. Neuroinflammation and neuronal loss is a non cell-autonomous effect of low Glut1 in ECs. Depicted are representative thalamic sections of a 

control adult mouse wild-type for the Slc2a1 gene and an age-matched mutant engineered to be haploinsufficient for the gene specifically in ECs.
Note profound astrocytosis and fewer NeuN-positive puncta representing neurons in the mutant sample.
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BBB. Assertions of Glut1-associated BBB damage are there-
fore puzzling and hard to reconcile with the consensus.

A role for Glut1 in brain development and function is clear. 
However, the transporter is expressed in multiple locations 
outside the brain, notably the retinal vasculature. Here, Glut1 is 
expressed at high levels in the luminal and abluminal faces of 
choroidal vessels and on the basal and apical membranes of the 
RPE.30,31 In these structures, Glut1 serves as conduit for glu-
cose required by photoreceptors. Low Glut1 and concomitant 
glucose deprivation could therefore also affect the retinal vas-
culature and vision. Studies have demonstrated that this is 
indeed the case. Targeted depletion of Glut1 in the RPE or in 
all ECs did not affect the integrity of the BRB, but was reported 
to trigger Müller glial cell activation, affect retinal angiogenesis 
and reduce photoreceptor viability.26,29 Moreover, in a patient 
with Glut1 DS, vision defects and a paucity of perimacular ves-
sels were detected.32 Thus it is clear that while endothelial 
Glut1 deficiency manifests primarily as a brain disorder, haplo-
insufficiency of the transporter can also affect other organ sys-
tems that rely on glucose to fuel their energy requirements.

Glut1 is especially important early in life
The classic Glut1 DS disease phenotype becomes apparent in 
infancy, suggestive of a critical early postnatal need for the 
transporter and glucose to ensure proper brain development 
and function. This early postnatal requirement for the protein 
has been empirically determined in 2 important studies that 
employed model mice.25,27 In the first of these studies, the tem-
poral requirements for Glut1 were assessed by restoring the 
protein to Glut1 DS mutant mice at 3 different stages – early, 
middle and late – of the disease.25 Relative therapeutic out-
come served as an indicator of when Glut1 is critically needed. 
Consistent with the pediatric-onset nature of Glut1 DS, this 
study unambiguously showed that Glut1 is particularly impor-
tant during early postnatal life. Thus, Glut1 repletion at post-
natal day 2 (PND2) (neonatal life) was most effective at 
preventing disease. In contrast, waiting until the mutants 
reached adulthood to augment the protein delivered little ben-
efit, despite robust increases in brain Glut1 and CSF glucose 
levels. Restoring Glut1 to juvenile Glut1 DS mutant mice was 
partially effective. These observations of diminishing benefit 
with progressively delayed Glut1 restoration is almost certainly 
related to the natural course and timing of cerebral angiogen-
esis and brain circuit establishment witnessed during the early 
postnatal period of life.33 Once the early postnatal window 
during which these processes unfold closes, any damage sus-
tained by the brain because of energy deprivation is essentially 
immutable. In support of this view is evidence from the study 
of 2 patients with neuroglycopenia, the origin of which was 
either chronic childhood hypoglycemia or heterozygous muta-
tion of the SLC2A1 gene (Glut1 DS). Interestingly, PET 
images of the brains of the 2 individuals, captured in adult-
hood, were almost identical, notwithstanding the fact that nor-
moglycemia had been restored and maintained in the individual 

without Glut1 DS.34 In light of the combined observations in 
patients34 and model mice,25 the results of another study35 
demonstrating benefit from late Glut1 repletion is intriguing. 
The results of this last finding remain to be fully explained but, 
if true, raise much optimism for ameliorating disease in the 
fully symptomatic Glut1 DS patient.

A second study that explored the age-dependent conse-
quences of brain glucose deprivation using Glut1 DS as a dis-
ease paradigm did so by inducing systemic Glut1 
haploinsufficiency in progressively older wild-type animals.27 
Thus, mice were made heterozygous for murine Slc2a1 as 
neonates (PND2), juveniles (2 weeks of age) or adults (8 weeks 
of age). The relative severity of disease that was triggered in 
the 3 cohorts of mice was used to infer the temporal require-
ments for the transporter. Consistent with the outcome of the 
Glut1 repletion studies, the depletion experiments showed 
that early haploinsufficiency induced more pronounced brain 
pathology and more severe disease. Thus, inactivating Glut1 
in neonates evoked a Glut1 DS phenotype that was equiva-
lent in severity to disease observed in constitutively haploin-
sufficient mutants. In contrast, depleting the transporter in 
mature mice resulted in few, if any, disease symptoms – despite 
efficient reduction of Glut1 levels and correspondingly robust 
induction of hypoglycorrhachia.27 Intriguingly, in a separate 
study, acute, EC-restricted Glut1 depletion in adult mice was 
lethal to approximately half the mutants.36 One explanation 
for the contrasting result is the manner – EC-restricted rather 
than systemic – in which the Glut1 depletion was effected. 
Still, congruent with the data generated on neonatal and 
adult mice,25 controlled depletion of Glut1 in juveniles, a 
stage of life when cerebral angiogenesis is ongoing and brain 
circuits being established, produced an intermediate effect. 
As an illustration of the correlation between timing of Glut1 
depletion and severity of the disease phenotype, we depict 
the extent to which gliosis was observed in mice made hap-
loinsufficient at PND2, 2 weeks of age and 8 weeks of age 
(Figure 3). While these studies underscore the especially 
urgent need for Glut1 and cerebral glucose early in life, they 
also reveal the role of the transporter in the long-term main-
tenance of brain health. Indeed, longitudinal analyses of 
mice depleted of Glut1 during adulthood, and devoid of 
symptoms at 5 months of age, demonstrated that chronic 
neuroglycopenia is not entirely benign. By 12 months of age, 
brains from such mice developed considerable gliosis.27 The 
overall observations parallel findings in another pediatric 
neurological disorder, spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), caused 
by a deficiency of the SMN protein.37-39 Studies on SMA 
revealed a particularly high requirement for SMN during 
early postnatal life when neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) 
mature. Following this period, the requirement for SMN dwin-
dles but rebounds locally in subsets of motor neurons as a 
maintenance factor to restore NMJs damaged in injury or 
turned over during the aging process. Fully understanding such 
requirements for a disease-associated protein, irrespective of 
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disease, has important clinical implications in the quest to 
develop and implement effective therapies.

Mechanistic insights into Glut1 DS
The molecular mediators of low Glut1 have mostly been 
revealed through analyses of cell culture models. For instance, 

abrogation of Glut1 function was reported to decrease cellular 
ATP levels and activate the cellular energy sensor, phospho-
AMP kinase (p-AMPK).26 Such activation was also reported 
to suppress protein synthesis, result in reduced levels of the 
downstream targets of p-AMPK, and trigger significant 
increases in the cell growth-arrest factors, p53 and Cdkn1a. 
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Figure 3. Graded neuroinflammation with delayed induction of Glut1 haploinsufficiency. Representative thalamic sections from a control adult mouse 

wild-type for the Slc2a1 gene and age-matched mutants engineered to be haploinsufficient for the gene during neonatal life, juvenile life or adulthood. 

Swollen, amoeboid-shaped, activated microglia (arrows) and reactive astrocytes stained respectively for Iba1 and GFAP are more obvious in mutants 

made Glut1 haploinsufficient early in life.
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Not surprisingly, ablation of Glut1 activity also resulted in 
reduced levels of all major glycolytic intermediates in the cell 
model employed for the analysis. While these findings are 
undoubtedly instructive from a basic biology standpoint, it is 
unclear to what extent they are of relevance to and reflective of 
the mechanistic underpinnings of Glut1 DS. In this regard it is 
worth reiterating that Glut1 DS involves haploinsufficiency of 
the SLC2A1 gene and, consequently, Glut1 levels of ~50%. In 
contrast, the study alluded to above elected to completely ablate 
(<10% of WT levels) transporter activity to levels never seen 
in Glut1 DS patients or mutant mice that faithfully model the 
human disease. Indeed, an independent study failed to find 
increased p-AMPK in brain tissue of Glut1 DS model mice.27 
Surprisingly, that study also found evidence of decreased p53 
activity. Resolving these contrasting findings will require addi-
tional investigation. Still, both studies observed a profound 
increase in the neuroinflammatory response under conditions 
of low Glut1. Perturbed expression of pro-inflammatory genes 
was detected within ECs, and the gliosis that was observed did 
not require Glut1 knockdown in glial populations suggesting 
that low Glut1 in ECs is sufficient to elicit gliosis. The extent 
to which the neuroinflammatory response is adaptive or dam-
aging to neurons remains to be determined as does the precise 
physiological relevance of reduced BDNF in the Glut1 DS 
brain.27 BDNF is known to modulate neuronal differentiation 
and survival.40 Interestingly, it is also reported to mediate angi-
ogenesis.41 Low levels of the neurotrophin could therefore have 
a dual effect in Glut1 DS, arresting brain angiogenesis on the 
one hand and acting directly on cerebral neurons to affect their 
differentiation and viability. Precisely when BDNF levels 
within the Glut1 DS brain fall and if diminished concentra-
tions of this neurotrophin, its upstream effector, lactate and 
neuroinflammation in general conspire to define the temporal 
requirements for Glut1 are yet to be determined. One way to 
begin addressing some of these questions would be to restore 
BDNF and/or suppress glial activation in Glut1 DS model 
mice to ascertain how such manipulations might alter the onset 
of disease. Thus it is clear that notwithstanding the new 
insights into Glut1 DS mechanisms, much remains to be 
investigated to define precisely how reduced levels of the trans-
porter alter brain function in the human disease.

Current and emerging therapeutic strategies for 
Glut1 DS
The genetic cause of Glut1 DS was described over 2 decades 
ago.4 Yet, there is no truly effective therapy that addresses the 
origin – low Glut1 – of the disease. The current standard of care 
involves treating patients with high-fat ketogenic diets.42,43 Such 
diets supply the brain with the ketone bodies β-hydroxybutyrate 
and α-ketoglutarate, which enter the brain through the mono-
carboxylate transporter 1 (MCT1) and serve as alternate, albeit 
imperfect fuels for cerebral activity. Ketone bodies can be broken 
down into acetyl-CoA and fed into the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) 
cycle. Still, while ketogenic diets mitigate seizure activity in 

Glut1 DS patients, their effects on cognitive and motor dysfunc-
tion in the disease are variable and modest at best.44 Besides, 
long-term use of ketogenic diets is not without concern and 
known to be associated with reductions in bone density, cardio-
vascular complications and, in certain instances, coma and 
dealth.45-47 An alternative to the ketogenic diet that was consid-
ered for the treatment of Glut1 DS is triheptanoin. This odd-
chain (C7) triglyceride can be metabolized into both acetyl-CoA 
as well as propionyl-CoA and thus function as an anaplerotic 
agent to replenish TCA cycle intermediates. However, trihepta-
noin failed to achieve clinical efficacy in one commercially 
funded clinical trial.48 A number of small molecules have also 
been prescribed for Glut1 DS. These compounds and biological 
enhancers of Glut1 activity are described elsewhere12 and, for 
brevity, will not be considered here.

One appealing avenue for the treatment of Glut1 DS relies 
on repletion of the transporter using viral vector technology. In 
this regard, adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors have emerged 
as an exciting delivery vehicle and have been successfully 
employed to treat spinal muscular atrophy.49 Accordingly, we 
and others have pursued this approach as a means to treat the 
human condition. These studies have resulted in promising out-
comes in model mice.25,35 Indeed, treating Glut1 DS mutants 
with AAV9-Glut1 raised levels of the transporter in the brain, 
prevented hypoglycorrhachia, facilitated normal brain growth, 
stabilized motor performance and restored the cerebral micro-
vasculature to its wild-type size and complexity.25 These find-
ings raise considerable optimism for the treatment of the human 
patient but, as alluded to previously, have also focused attention 
on the importance of early treatment. Translating these initial 
findings into a viable treatment is ongoing.

Conclusions
Depleting the brain of its energy reserves is clearly detrimental 
to the health of the individual. However, the precise molecular 
and cellular consequences of brain glucose deprivation remain 
to be fully defined. Studies of brain energy deprivation in Glut1 
DS are beginning to cast useful light on the pathology associ-
ated with the larger family of cerebral energy failure syndromes. 
Moreover, efforts to replenish Glut1 in Glut1 DS could prove 
useful beyond the treatment of this rare disorder. At least 2 
other conditions, retinitis pigmentosa and Alzheimer’s disease 
are known to involve low Glut1 levels.50-53 Insights into brain 
energy deprivation from the study of Glut1 DS combined with 
efforts to develop Glut1-based therapeutic strategies for this 
relatively rare neurodevelopmental disorder could therefore 
become more generally relevant to treating the extended family 
of disorders involving the transporter.
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